We think up future-proof integrated solutions for class and meeting rooms that combine technology & ergonomic infrastructure.
We invent, create and manufacture interactive technologies that enable digital or hybrid learning and meeting environments.

LEARN MORE

We design and produce visual communication products that are made to last to meet all needs of communication and collaboration within any environment.

LEARN MORE

Latest news
The transformation to digital tools in your classroom.

13/05/2019 – Technology has been part of our lives for a long time. It makes our lives easier but sometimes it also causes frustration or creates a feeling of unsafety. Even in education, technology is considered a necessity. But technology... Read more

How to improve collaboration.

09/05/2019 – Corporations and organizations are starting to...
understand that collaboration can be an integral part of their overall development. After all, technology allows workers to be more agile and remote than... Read more

About I3 Group

i3-Group believes that learning and interacting are essential building blocks of a rapidly evolving modern society. That is why we are continuously exploring the possibilities and aspirations for tomorrow’s learning and meeting environments, and proactively tuning our product offering accordingly, with smart and future-proof physical and digital building blocks. So we can guarantee our clients an up-to-date array of solutions, ideally suited to their current needs and future ambitions.

OUR MISSION
Join the team

You can check here for open vacancies, send us an open application or just say hello to Kelly, our HR Manager who loves a surprise.

DISCOVER OUR OPEN POSITIONS

Social media

Facebook
LinkedIn
Twitter
Contact us

i3-group Holding NV
Kleine Schaluinweg 7
3290 Diest

Phone
0800 32 220

E-mail
info@group-i3.com